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Editorial
It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent that survives. It
is the one that is most adaptable to change.
Attributed to Darwin

Demography – the study of populations, is a fascinating subject and relevant to
today’s problems. There is much concern and stress put upon the need for more
housing to meet the needs of a growing population. Even villages like Thriplow with
inadequate drainage and narrow roads are being urged to build more houses.
But this is not a new problem; sometime between the tenth and twelfth centuries the
village shape as we know it today came into being, a nucleated village surrounded by
three great open fields. The 20 villeins(labourers) mentioned in Doomsday are
matched by the twenty house plots in Church Street marked on the enclosure map.
The four Manors march across the map following the route of the Ickneild way.
By 1279 the population of Thriplow had risen to 430 from around 181 in 1068. This
rise in population resulted in greater demand for land and food, yet by 1327 the
population had dropped to 150. This was the result of 30 years of dreadful weather,
floods, famine and murrain when cattle died and crops rotted in the field. To add to
this the Black Death struck in 1348 and an already weakened population fell even
further. Farms were abandoned and landless labourers moved away to the towns to
find work. Those that stayed took over the empty farms and became yeomen, the
beginning of the Middle Classes.
In 1801 the first census recorded 334 people, by 1851 this had grown to 521 and
another demand for houses began. By 1901 it was down to 428 owing to an
agricultural slump and the pull of a new life in Australia, New Zealand and the USA.
Parliamentary Enclosure in the 1840s put many labourers out of work, but by then the
railways and industrialisation gave work to many who had moved away from the
village.
And so, the cycle repeats itself.
Shirley Wittering, Bernard Meggitt, Angela Rimmer, Joint Editors.
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Thriplow Society 25th Birthday celebrations
On 25th April the Society celebrated its 25th anniversary. A glass of sparkling wine
was given to each member on arrival and Jean sold raffle tickets. Once the AGM was
finished and subscriptions paid, the Ad Hoc singers gave us a wonderful selection of
songs from early folk to modern songs from the shows; something for everyone.

This was followed by three poems read by Bernard, G K Chesterton’s The Rolling
English Road, Wordworth’s Daffodils and The Poet Laureate Carol Ann Duffy’s new
poem John Barleycorn.
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Followed by a poem by Shirley, about the problems of naming a hedgehog before the
days of enclosure hedges.
An excellent Supper provided by members followed. The beautiful cake made by Penny
Grant was cut by Shirley to a chorus of Happy Birthday’ and enjoyed by all.

Shirley Wittering
Thanks to John Rimmer for the pictures.

Ordinance Survey Bench Marks in Thriplow

Have you noticed the ‘arrow marks’ engraved on the wall of St Georges Church and
of the Green Man as I did when photographing the buildings (shown below) and
wondered what they were? Perhaps you recalled your school geography or have an
interest in maps and would know that they were ‘Ordinance Survey (OS) Bench
Marks (BM)’ used in map making before modern more accurate GPS. Taking the
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form of a horizontal line with an up-pointing arrow, these were cut by the OS people
to provide a network of points where the height above ‘Ordinance Datum - Mean Sea
Level at Newlyn’ had been accurately measured. By triangulation and spirit-levelling
(theodolite usage) accurate height and distance between BMs could be measured for
map making. BM term is derived from the angle iron which is fitted into the
horizontal cut to give a ‘bench’ or support for a levelling staff. In rural areas there
were about 5 BMs per 1Km square and 30-40 in urban areas, with over half a million
on buildings throughout the country originally but half that now. They were made for
the 1st OS map making, 1841-60 but are no longer needed or replaced as buildings are
demolished. There were also 115 ‘Fundamental BMs’ being on stable solid pillars
giving very accurate heights, 40 km (25 miles)apart and erected for the 2nd mapping
of mainland Britain 1912-21. The 3rd type was the ‘flush bracket BM’ being a metal
plate cemented flush on buildings or on hill top ‘Triangulation Pillars’ about 1.5km (1
mile) apart on a levelling line between Fundamental BMs. These were developed for
the ‘Re-triangulation of Great Britain’-mapping 1936-62.

Interestingly, on checking the OS BM Database (www.bench-marks.org.uk) for
Thriplow, I can find the one for St Georges Church but no record of our Green Man’s
BM as carved in the brickwork shown below? As the Database requests registering
unreported BMs, I have on behalf of the Thriplow Society sent GPS positioning
details and the photos of the Green Man’s BM for historical accuracy.

Benchmark

Benchmark

Green Man P H
N wall above black
vent

St Georges Church
N Buttress W Door
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Bernard Meggitt

After our visit to the Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology in June we thought
this would make interesting reading.
ACCOUNT OF SOME BARROWS IN TRIPLOW IN CAMBRIDGESHIRE
By the Hon. R.C.Neville FSA
Museum of A & A Box 3 GO2/2/1 Edited for Thriplow Journal 27.6.17
Among the large enclosures which originally formed part of Triplow Heath & have
recently been completed stand a number of Tumuli of unequal distances and of
irregular size – Tradition has assigned them (for as far as I can learn they have never
been examined scientifically or by the curious) to the Anglo-Saxons – From their
appearance I was anxious to obtain leave to open them and the following is the
account of one of the smallest which I have just examined by permission of Mr
Perkins (of Thriplow Bury) – I commenced operations with 4 men on Wednesday
July 29, 1846, by driving a shaft Horizontally thro’ the centre 6 feet in width and
about 8 Inches below the level of the original surface. This was completed July 30th .
Year 1846 see ‘ Sepulchre Exposita’ P.3.13.
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On the completion of this excavation July 31st I attacked a Barrow of much larger
dimensions and greater importance, not far from the proceeding one. The report goes
that two swords were taken from it at no distant period, in working superficially and
merely for Agricultural purposes; I naturally therefore hoped for a good result in
going deeper, but encountered only burnt bones, earth and pottery in a small quantity
– This Barrow is longer than broad and the cutting ran straight thro’ the centre –
which proving totally devoid of curious matter, I determined August 3rd to turn the
earth completely over, in order, to make sure that nothing escaped me; as it was
hardly probable that so large a Mound would have been raised without some definite
object. This fresh research was only rewarded by finding the bottom of a bottle in
very thick glass (of a deeper colour and yet more solid material than that discovered
in the Bartlow Hills and at Chesterford) and a bone pronounced by the Faculty to have
appertained to a Cow – Discouraged by these failures, I only removed half of the
Barrow – Monday August the 10th another mound was opened, smaller and situated
nearer Hayden, here on Wednesday we came to a perfect human skeleton and on the
Friday following found half a pot that had evidently been used to contain Ashes and
burnt bones; with this were the bone of a Horse and that of a smaller animal but
nothing else was perceptible, either here or in two more Barrows, smaller than any of
the preceding which I successfully examined and turned over without producing any
result or indication of their having contained interesting matter, calculated to gratify
the search of an Antiquarian or satisfy his curiosity as to the object of their elevation –
… I abandoned the disagreeable task of pursuing any further investigation of them
for present.
…In the month of July 1846, I bent my steps westwards and amused myself, the state
of my health being such as to preclude the possibility of my taking part in any violent
exercise in default of better occupation, by the examination of several British Barrows
of which I had ascertained the existence in the course of hunting with my beagles in
the preceding Spring. Situated between the newly purchased estate of my Father’s at
Heydon, Essex, and the village of Triplow, Cambridgeshire, they are on the property
of – Perkins Esq at present a Minor and on the Farm in the occupation of Mr Ellis of
that place, a most anxious and zealous promoter of my research to my best
acknowledgements for his attention are due: at the same time that gentleman held out
very small hopes of my success never having heard of the discovery of any antiquities
in the neighbourhood; I was enabled however to ascertain positively that one of the
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largest of these Tumuli had been partially examined by a Dr Barnard fifty or sixty
years ago, after which it had been overthrown and carried out to spread over the fields
for agricultural purposes; its remains attest the truth of this tale and I may as well
observe here that it is the one nearest Triplow of those which lie to the west of the
Royston Newmarket road. An eye witness of Dr Barnard’s operations describing them
to me said that “he (the Doctor) attacked this mound as being the largest, encamping
near it with ten men but meeting with no remains or success to reward his efforts
shortly abandoned his task as useless”. The remnant of the smaller one exhibits
evident marks of having been impaired with the spade but I was assured simply for
the benefit of the Soil. I must not however omit here a rumour still current in Triplow
Village of two swords being in existence which were taken out in the course of their
operations and I took the trouble to verify personally the accuracy of these statements.
A long hunt brought to light nothing but an old cavalry sword said to have
appertained to a highwayman who was executed a hundred years ago at Chelmsford
and a rapier with silver plated handle say of George the first’s time, their respective
owners refused to part with them, the possessor of the Robber’s saying “he set great
store by it”. I suppose as a family relic and a proof of his honourable descent. This
terminated my chase, blank, but I heard enough during the time to make me suspect
that if any such weapons ever were, they were sold at Cambridge, where, such all the
remains found in this part of the world graduate unless pounced on previously by
some lucky chance.
To return from my lengthy digression, I must describe the scene of action preparatory
to commencing the more minute details of my operations.
Among the large enclosure which comprehends which was once Triplow Heath and
which have recently been completed a number of Tumuli rear (I may say it literally)
their diminished heads, for the plough and spade of the husbandman here encroached
on their limits and curtailed considerably their fair proportions. They are at unequal
distances from one another and of very irregular shape and size extending over as far
as I can judge, by guess from first to last, the westernmost as yet known to me nearly
five miles; they would appear to progress over what was waste and heath in a sort of
diagonal line from the North East to the South West, and I have just heard of 5 more
existing near Melbourne in Cambridgeshire by which the chain is considerably
extended and their tending to the South West more evident to an observer who will at
the same time remark the country to have been waste and barren and it must indeed
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still remain from the poverty of the Soil in this state: more of this however hereafter
when I hope to be able to speak with confidence on the subject.
Tradition has assigned these elevations as far as one can trust it ( for with the
exception of the one alluded to above they have never been examined) scientifically
or by the curious) to the British and the results of my excavations of five of the
number carry out this supposition as far as their antiquity is concerned.
Commencing therefore with a small one circular at the apex: in shape resembling the
half of an orange by driving a shaft horizontally through the centre six feet in width
and sinking it at the same time to eight inches below the original surface of the Soil
the first object that presented itself to our notice was a small fragment of black ware
bearing marks of the fire which from its similarity in texture and marking to one in
my Museum found near Eye in Suffolk on the property of Lord Cornwallis I should
designate as early British, contiguous to it lay the jawbone of a Horse and on reaching
the exact centre we came to the corresponding jawbone close to which lay a very
perfect skull with the rest of the bones of the human frame these as well as the pottery
bore marks of the fire probably in the progress of internment but exhibiting no other
remains excepting a curious skewer shaped bone pin used in all probability as
fastening for the garments which we may conclude in those early times were of skin,
nor did a transverse cutting elicit anything further but a rude third Brass coin of the
Emperor Velentinian the first, was turned up in refilling the trench. This however is
no criterion or authority for fixing the date of this internment, Roman money being in
circulation and imitated long after the Conquerors and finally evacuated this Island.
The only use therefore that can be made of the coin is in limiting the antiquity of the
date. Guided by the opinion of E.Jones Esq late surgeon of Saffron Walden who
minutely examined the skull and bones referred to we may draw the conclusion that
they were those of a fine young male adult in the Prime of life and probably a warrior
and from their healthy appearance and the perfect preservation of the teeth that he
came to a sudden and violent end and was not the victim of disease or slow decay but
slain in some engagement here found burial with his favourite steed, in this we may
trace some analogy and fancy a faint connection with the burials of the denizens of
the far west, the natures of the distant continent of North America who were
accustomed to bury their Coursers with their Masters to be in readiness in the happy
hunting grounds for the chase or war as occasion might require as were the Romans in
the Elysian Fields. ……….I have had the misfortune to mislay my notes containing
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the exact dimensions of these sepulchres but as near as I can recollect the diameter of
the above was 9 feet giving in circumference of 27 feet. The next barrow being a
much larger and of greater importance presenting an imposing appearance from its
height afforded grounds for hoping for a more favourable result as it appeared hardly
probably that so large a mound would have been thrown up without some express
reason either to commemorate a victory or the burial of those slain in the conflict; the
Barrow being much longer in shape than broad. I had a cutting made through the
centre and exhuming in the course of this nothing save a small quantity of burnt bones
and fragments of pottery, I determined to alter my plan and turn half of it completely
over in order to make sure if thing was in it that it should not escape the workmen, a
diligence but ill rewarded in the sequel the bottom only of a very thick glass bottle of
a deeper colour and more solid material than I have seen usually and the bone of an
ox only emerging, the sole occupants of this lofty elevations. The three remaining
ones were scarcely more productive and served only to confirm the funeral character
of these Barrows. One contained a perfect human skeleton with three parts of a very
rude urn of unbaked clay but completely burnt through probably in the course of the
burial, a horse bone with those of some smaller animal nothing else was perceptible
tho’ the earth was thoroughly sifted and examined carefully enough to satisfy the
most scrupulous Antiquarian as to the nature of the erection. Still by no means
disheartened by these repeated failures kept recollecting the old Proverb of “Patience
and perseverance? Vc” I postponed my operations to the future determining to return
to the attack at some future opportunity when I may hope to be fortunate enough to
disinter from some richer soil relics enough to reward my curiosity for it must be
admitted that the present interments do not give us any very exalted notion of the
wealth of our British progenitors. For the omission of detailed measurements of these
tombs I must again plead the loss of my notes and conclude by only remarking that all
the last mentioned three were smaller or of an inferior class of burial none exceeding
the one from which the 3rd brass coin and bone pin were taken out.

Thriplow Society Reports on Talks
18 May 2017 Introduction to Heraldry by Dr Colin Lattimore
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Dr Lattimore started by saying that ‘Heraldry’ basically involved ‘Coates of Arms’
representing the personalised identity plate of a family. In Medieval times the enclosed
armour of noblemen and knights made identification difficult in tournament and battle
but distinctive devise markings on shields and surcoats allowed recognition by the
followers. These Coats of Arms were mostly granted by royal assent and passed down
in families. Heralds were originally used to ‘call to arms’ and in ‘adjudication’ in
tournaments and battle. With increasing knowledge of the Coats of Arms, they slowly
took over regulation of this family identification system culminating in the ‘College of
Heraldry’ founded in 1486 at Derby House, London headed by the ‘Garter King of
Arms’ and still exists today.
The basic Arms design was displayed on the family shields, surcoats, crests and flags.
The eldest son inherited the deceased father’s Coat of Arms with an altered reduction
or ‘cadence Arms’ by other son’s according to their family birth order (2-9!) If there
were no sons, the Coat of Arms passed to the eldest daughter and by ‘cadence’ to the
sisters. As ladies were not expected to fight, the Arms were displayed on a lozengeshape. Dr Lattimore then demonstrated the whole range and significance of
increasingly complex Coats of Arms and helmet designs, colours and devices
developed over the ages with many retained today for a number of famous families.
Sometimes on death, hung over the house entrance was a ‘Hatchment Arms’- a
diamond-shaped plaque blackened right-side for the man and left for the lady with
whitened other sides or both black if both died. When armour disappeared with warfare
change, the Coat of Arms became redundant for battle but remained as a display of
family importance. It was and still is applied to cutlery, crockery, woodwork and stone,
tapestry, stationary and even on shields in portraits for a noble family’s identification.
Dr Lattimore concluded with the modern day situation: award of a Knighthood and
Coat of Arms to a person required exceptional service in the Armed Forces or to Society
generally with the ceremony being performed by the Sovereign or Prince of Wales.
Also a business or corporation with long term and worthy service to the nation can be
awarded a Coat of Arms.
Following a number of searching questions, Dr Lattimore was warmly thanked for
another excellent talk by the Chairman.
Bernard Meggitt

Ambrose Benning 1720
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20 July 2017 Some Nobel Prize Winners of Cambridge Dr Nicholas
Barnes
Dr Barnes began with a brief history of Alfred Nobel (1833-96) and the Nobel Prizes
(NP) gifted from his very large estate and awarded annually since 1901. To 2016, 885
have been presented with 124 to the UK (2nd only to USA) with 96 to Cambridge
topping the British universities. 80 of these Cambridge NPs were in the ‘Physics,
Medicine-Physiology and Chemistry categories, from which in the time available, he
selected 3 ground-breaking groups: DNA legacy, monoclonal antibodies and stem cells.
With a brief biography and their work in Cambridge, Dr Barnes brought these Nobel
Laureates to life for us.
In the elucidation of inheritance DNA NPs, he covered William and Lawrence Bragg,
father and son (XR Diffraction Crystal Analysis 1915), Alexander Todd (Work on
Nucleotides 1957), Frederick Sanger (Structuring Insulin 1958 and 2nd NP Nucleotide
Linkages 1980) and Max Perutz (Haemoproteins Structure 1958) The big breakthrough came in 1953 with Francis Crick, James Watson and Maurice Wilkins
(Determining Structure of DNA 1962) assisted by unpublished ‘DNA Crystal XR Data’
from Rosalind Franklin who died in 1958 or she may have also received a NP. DNA
gene sequencing work followed, then The Genome Project (1990-2003) with awards to
John Sulston and Sydney Brenner (Genetic Regulation 2002). Genetic usage continues
as in forensics, hereditary diseases and disease susceptibility.
Monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) development was discussed with critical work by Carl
Milstein and George Kohler (Technique for MAbs Production 1984). This transformed
the diagnostic testing and treatment of many auto-immune diseases as rheumatoid
arthritis, ankylosing spondylitis, ulcerative colitis, multiple sclerosis, organ rejection
and more recently various leukaemia and cancers.
Dr Barnes then turned to stem cell discoveries, reported early in the 1900’s but
progressed only really from the 1980’s onwards. At this time somatic cell nucleus
transplantation-cloning and mature cell conversion to stem cells by John Gurdon forged
further understanding of stem cells with later NP award (Discovery That Mature Cells
Can Be Programmed To Become Pluripotent 2012). Rapid progress in stem cell
research has resulted in over 60,000 stem cell transplants annually as for haematological
oncology and for tissue repair in cartilage, tendon and trachea with whole organs now
being grown for transplant.
Dr Barnes concluded that this small group of Cambridge University workers
undertaking basic scientific research, had transformed biological knowledge over the
last 100 years advancing a whole new range of medical treatments; all freely given as
worthy of Alfred Nobel and the Nobel Prize ethics
After answering a wide range of questions, Dr Barnes was warmly thanked for a
stimulating and informative talk by the Chair and the Meeting closed.
Bernard
Meggitt.
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THRIPLOW’S WATER COURSES
IN the Journal for Spring 2001 (Vol.9/3) we published an article about the floods of 2000/1.
In view of the leaflet reminding us of our Riparian Rights and Responsibilities we thought it
might be interesting to readers to reprint it. We have not been flooded, so far, this year, but
other parts of the country have had a terrible time. Memories are short and ditches soon get
clogged up.

To those of us not born in the village, the amount of water in the parish this year
(2000/01) has come as an eye opener. To those born here it takes them back to their
childhood, though even they cannot remember so much water as we have had this winter.
The centre of Thriplow lies within a loop of harder chalk called Melbourn Rock, through which
water percolates and acts as a spring line. Thus, the amount of water we have had this winter
(over 40% more than normal) has saturated the ground and is now overflowing onto the
surface. We had 3.3 inches of water in February compared with a February average of 1.4
inches. How did former inhabitants of Thriplow cope with this amount of water in similar wet
seasons in the days when less water was abstracted? One only has to walk around the village
to see evidence of how well they knew the lie of the land and how well they understood how
to direct and control the surplus water.
While much water stands in pools in fields and on the Green, their curved edges show
that this is just water surfacing from waterlogged ground and finding its own level. But take a
walk along the View footpath from Middle Street towards Church Street, and the ditch that
runs from Barenton’s Manor soon takes a sharp bend to the left along the valley bottom
towards Pigeon’s Close, showing that the stream which flows from the springs which rise
there, was channelled at some time in the past through pastures where the surplus water
would enable good grass to grow for feeding stock. Thriplow like most villages within South
Cambridgeshire is mainly arable and pasture has always been scarce and more valuable than
arable land. The enclosure map of 1840 shows the water then dividing and flowing around the
edge of Pittensaries (Pigeon’s Close), probably to drain the land. Villagers recall that field was
always full of water in the winter.
This year (2000) for the first time for many years the moat around The Bury is full of
water. This is a complicated series of ditches probably built sometime in the 14th century both
as a status symbol and as a way of draining another low-lying area of land. When a new sewer
was put in along the drive of the Bury, the drain from the moat was blocked so the water from
the moat ran into Lena Browne’s garage, up to her house and flowed across the road to
another ditch opposite Bassets. This has now been remedied but for several weeks she was
marooned behind sandbags. The water has now been diverted but seems to be forming a
pond outside Bassetts. On the 1840 map this is shown as a pond anyway. See map.
Another complicated moated area is Barenton’s Manor and the Rectory Farm
complex. The 1840 map shows several arms forming part of this system and maybe the moat
at one time ran from the manor across Middle Street down Balls Lane taking a sharp right-
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hand bend just before Lewis and Ruth Stone’s house and along the boundaries of the houses
between there and Rectory Farm and finally draining into the farm pond. This system has
been breached at some time and the water running down Balls Lane from Middle Street has
nowhere to go and part of our Yew hedge died after standing with its roots in the water for
six months. Likewise, the water from the Rectory Pond is now overflowing into the field
behind. The map shows a ditch running along the front of the Rectory and taking a left-hand
bend into Narrow Lane where the ditch is some six feet deep. A man-hole cover in the lane
just past the houses in Middle Street shows where the well for Cowlings used to be.
Water can reveal features much as aerial photographs can, and a fascinating sight
greeted Lewis and Ruth Stone as the water gradually rose in the wood behind their house. A
series of straight edged ditches with right angled bends showed up revealing the boundaries
of the two areas of ground described in the Manor Court Rolls of 1677 as “Two Groves of
wood called Burrells and Pantons”. An earlier document of 1587 spells the two pieces of land
“Beurells and Pontewaes”. Does Pontway suggest there was a bridge there?2

One of the man-made ditches in Lewis Stone’s wood, 2001

Other documents reveal the extent of maintaining the watercourses of the
village. The Overseers’ accounts for Thriplow from 1765-1789 show a total of 771 days
in which the Overseers paid unemployed men to dig ditches, reaching a peak in 1780
when 234 days labour was paid for. Was this year exceptionally wet? A look at the
rainfall records for England and Wales show the annual rainfall for the year was
certainly wet at 900 mm. (The average December rainfall for England and Wales over
the period 1961-90 was 796 mm). The ditching was carried out from May to the end of
July 1780.2
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The ditches in Newditch Plantation at the Bury were dug during this time. The
Overseers of the Poor paid ten able-bodied unemployed men to dig out the ditches spending
£10-9s on ditching during 1780. A pauper could earn six shillings a week for this type of work,
compared with eight shillings a week earned by an agricultural labourer.3 See map.
Part of the problem we have had this winter is certainly the amount of rainfall, but
another cause has been the blocking, culverting and filling up of drains and ditches. We have
had so many years without much rain that when new houses have been built existing ditches
have been seen as unnecessary and filled in. As mentioned before, a prime example is the
ditch that runs down Balls Lane beside our house; it used to turn right at the bottom of the
garden and run along the end of the neighbouring gardens into Rectory Farm pond. As the
houses have been built along Middle Street these ditches have become filled in and now the
water has nowhere to go. (Similarly, the new houses in Church Street have blocked the drains,
causing flooding to Manor Farm.)

The map is taken from the 1840 Enclosure map showing how much water there
was when the map was drafted. The rather interesting moat system around the Bury was
probably made in the 14th century when it was fashionable to dig moats as part of a
garden, but it obviously performed a very valuable job of draining the low-lying ground
during wet years. The moat around Barenton’s Manor in Middle Street was also made
in the 14th century.
The springs by The View footpath rise in Spring most years but in 2000 they
rose in Autumn also. It can be seen from the map how the water was directed through
the fields to Pigeon’s Close (then Pittensaries and belonging to the Bishop of Ely), and
thence across School Lane into the Wash Pit, becoming The Brook and eventually
flowing into the Cam. The water from The Bury flows down Lower Street, across the
Green (where it has been culverted) and through Thriplow Meadows to join the Brook.
Before the drains were dug and the water diverted and controlled, the lower parts of
the village probably formed a large shallow lagoon every winter. In the summer, the water
may have receded leaving lush meadows for cattle to graze on. This abundance of fresh water
and good grass probably attracted man to settle here. They probably built their houses on the
higher and dryer ground such as Church Street, and this is certainly where they buried their
chieftains. It is interesting to speculate as to where the Saxons buried their dead; near the
Tumulus? Beneath where the present church is? Perhaps one day we shall find out.
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Map of Thriplow showing water systems, 1840
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Map of Thriplow showing water systems 2001
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The foregoing article was written in 2001; this year (2013) the water has risen even more, but it started
later and doesn’t seem to be lasting as long and hasn’t caused so much damage. As the rainfall chart
shows 2012 was also a high-water year, so it does seem that we are getting more rain lately. But 30
years is a very short time in the grand scheme of things and in a few more years we may be complaining
of drought yet again.
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Floods beside Narrow Lane in Home Close field

Shirley Wittering
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1

Nicholas, F.J. & Glasspoole, J. General Monthly Rainfall over England and Wales 1727-1931, 1931, updated
by Jones, P.D. UEA 1997
2
Cambridge Record Office P156/12/1 Thriplow Overseers’ Accounts
3
David Davies, The Case of Labourers in Husbandry 1795

GLEANINGS
Thank you to Richard Webber for a collection of garden and agricultural tools, some will
go in the Smithy and some which are duplicates will be offered to Freecycle.
Thank you to Polly Cook and Nick Wittering for copies of the First Day Cover that Bill
organised for 1969 with Daffodils on and a special rubber stamp for Daffodil Weekend.
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I have been looking for the stamp, but with no luck so far.
We are very sorry to report the death of Jeanette George on Thursday 20th July aged 67.
She was well known in the village especially latterly skimming down to the shop in her
invalid buggy. She was always cheerful and helpful and we send our commiserations to her
family.
Thank you to Pat Easthope for scanning the Enclosure (1840) and Tithe maps (1842) at A3;
these were sent to Chris Taylor of Florida who combined them with Google Maps and the
proposed plans for the development of Rectory Farm so that it was clear exactly what land
was being developed. Chris is hoping to use this work to make a record of houses then and
now, something to look forward to.
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